
A fine dining concept for a world with social distancing
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Desserts 
 

Chocolate Fondant      £9.5 
Served with vanilla ice cream 
 
Matcha Tiramisu        £8.5 
Served with sorbet 
 
Mochi Selection (3 pieces)     £6.5 
Japanese rice cake balls with an ice cream filling 
 
Ice Cream Selection       £9 
Blueberry and lavender, vanilla, matcha 
 
Sorbet Selection       £8.5 
Yuzu and mandarin, blood orange, lychee 
 



What effect might social distancing have on the experience 
of fine dining? We set about creating a restaurant concept to explore 
that question and find a positive answer. One that takes as its starting point, 
the constraints of keeping customers apart.  
 
The restaurant concept is called Alone Together and this is its story: 
 
“As the warm light of dawn breaks and we step tentatively out of enforced 
hibernation, it feels like the world may have changed. Perhaps just for now 
(although we can’t be sure) we need to keep our distance from other 
people. One thing is certain though, we are social creatures and have 
missed our physical connection with others. We need to be Alone, 
but want to be Together.”
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01. Entrance area with wash hand basins and greeting station
02. Dining area with varying degrees of protection
03. Individual cubicles for toilets 
04. Glass facade to entire kitchen to view hygiene and food standards
05. Seperate exit to provide clear customer flow
06. Delivery area connected to kitchen
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01. Circulation spaces are overtly patterned to draw attention 
02. Screens at bar area allow for customers to enjoy bar theater but maintain protection
03. Semi private seating area with slidable partitions to allow for varying group sizes 
04. Private curtained party table to offer heightened protection
05. Elements of planting to promote idea of wellbeing and nature
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A little info
We are a London based design studio that specialises in 
design for restaurants and hospitality.

www.objectspaceplace.com

  @objectspaceplace

For any questions email david@objectspaceplace.com


